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Mr David Salisbury
Deputy General Manager
Fuel Transport and Prices Oversight
Australian Competition and Consumer Commission

By e-mail

Dear Mr Salisbury
RE: Proposed Variation of CBH Access Undertaking

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on CBH's proposed variations.

Generally the variations seem to be aimed at improving the auction system. In particular it is
pleasing that CBH is taking steps to address the potential for "gaming" the system by sudden and
dramatic withdrawals of capacity during the auction, through the Introduction of a 1 SDK cap.
Emerald has been a public advocate of the need to address this flaw in the auction system.

We would like to focus our comments on just one aspect of the proposals, the 'buyback'
mechanism, which CBH wants to Introduce to reduce forecast congestion at Bs port terminals.

Benefits of proposal are thin
We do not find the justification for the buyback proposal particularly compelling. If CBH assesses
and manages its offered capacity efficiently, as a general rule there should not be any congestion
at port terminals. We concede that at times there may be issues which slow down loading, eg
breakdowns, vessels failing survey etc... but these issues should be exceptions to the rule.

We also wonder whether there is any practical application for this initiative. At a time when CBH is
in a position to assess a congestion problem, exporters will either have confirmed sales and will
want to ship, not sell back capacity, or they will not have confirmed sales and be unlikely to have a
ship which would congest the port terminal.

According It Is necessary to carefully consider whether the benefit brought by the proposed
buyback mechanism outweighs the potential for mischief.

Incentive for over-estimation of capacity
It is very important that port terminal operators do not over-esflmate their available capacity,
because over-estimation can lead to congestion and invite the heavy costs of demurrage on the
exporter (CBH does not accept liability for demurrage). It seems to us that the CBH rule would
create an incentive for CBH to take an optimistic, rather than conservative view of its available
capacity, in order to maximise shipping revenue, expecting to be able to buy-back capacity if its
capacity assumptions and projections do not prove to be reliable.

Incentive and opportunity for unfair advantage
Furthermore, It seems that the proposal creates both an incentive and an opportunity for CBH to
bid aggressively for capacity in the auction. Currsntly CBH's appetite for capacity Is primarily
constrained by the risk that, W it over-blds for slots and does not ship the capacity, it becomes Lost
Capacity and the premium paid on the capacity goes to other exporters via auction rebate. This is
a very real risk for CBH in a drought scenario where the supply of slots could well exceed demand.
The proposal effectively removes the risk for CBH because it will then have the ability to buy back
capacity without the penalty of Lost Capacity. According CBH will have an unfair competitive
advantage.

This concern could be addressed by either having an independent body to assess whether the
pre-condltlon of buy-back (the congestion at port) has been met, or CBH could agree that the buy-
back should not apply to its own trading business.
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Opportunity for collusion
As a separate but related point, we would like there to be an absolute prohibition on CBH being
able to agree with or have an understanding with any exporter prior to auction that CBH will buy-
back capacity at the request of an exporter. Such a scenario is made possible because CBH
seems to want to be the sole arbiter of whether capacity should be bought back, and this creates
the conditions for potential collusion. An exporter who has the benefit of such an understanding
could significantly reduce its risk in the auction system relative to other bidders.

Proposed PTR wording allows overly wide discretion
Seemingly In confirmation of our fears, we note that the proposed clause in the CBH PTR is as
follows:

6.2 Acquiring allocated Capacity

(a) The Port Operator may agree with one or more Customers to acquire allocated Capacity from the
consenting Customer for operational purposes at its sole discretion provided that:

(iv) CBH reasonably considers that the decision to acquire the allocated Capacity would;

(A) not have the effect of each relevant Customer incurring materially greater demurrage at
fhe relevant Port Terminal than would have been the case if no allocated Capacity was
acquired from the relevant Customer, or*

(B) be for the purpose of materially reducing forecast congestion at a Port Terminal Facility
at a future date.

*emphasis added

We would have thought that the word "or" at the end of 6.2(iv)(A) should at least be "and", if
CBH's objective Is to prevent congestion.

Cancellation of capacity bought back
Finally and to avoid further potential for mischief, we would suggest that any capacity that Is
bought back should be cancelled and not be made available again through the FCFS system, to
avoid the incentive to move capacity allocation outside of the auction system.

Conclusion
The buyback proposal as presented by CBH would give CBH both incentive and opportunity to
compete on an unfair basis. Given the power and discretion proposed to be vested in CBH to buy
back capacity we doubt whether the non-discrimination clause in the CBH Port Access
Undertaking could effectively respond to this potential behaviour.

We have made some suggestions above to assist with a level playing field, but in the end we
submit that the rather thin benefits of the buyback initiative, as explained by CBH, are far
outweighed by the potential for mischief that would be created by implementing CBH's buy-back
proposal. We do not suggest that CBH would deliberately take up these opportunities for mischief;
however we would prefer that the temptation be removed by submitting that the ACCC should not
accept CBH's proposal on buybacks.

As previously mentioned we support CBH's other proposals for variation.

Yours sincerely

Ashlev Roff
Legal Counsel and Company Secretary
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